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I like a book jacket that tells you 
clearly, in words and images, what 
it is about. Australian Artists in the 

Contemporary Museum does just that: 
‘The authors’ central argument is that 
artists’ engagement with the museum 
has shifted from politically motivated 
critique taking place in museums of fine 
art, towards interventions taking place 
in non-art museums that focus on the 
creation of knowledge more broadly.’

And the image on the front, Gur-
rajin by Jonathan Jones, an installation 
from 2006 set in Elizabeth Bay House, 
illustrates this argument as well as any 
of the many examples reproduced in-
side. Honeycombed fluorescent lights 
cut white diamond shapes through the 
staid nineteenth-century interior with 
its pale green walls. It is like a duel be-
tween Dan Flavin and Ilya Kabakov for 
control of the same space. In fact, as the 
fifth section of the book, ‘Beautifying 
the Museum: the Aesthetics of Col-
lections’ make clear, ‘The work honours 
the original occupants of this site by 
evoking their presence through flam-
boyant beauty.’ The inspiration comes 
from Aboriginal fisher-people and the 
double reflections set up by the small 
fires burning on board their vessels. 

Like many, I have long been aware 
of the tendency, going back two or three 
decades, for artists to work within, rein-
terpret, and often challenge the works 
held in non-art museums, and the very 
spaces themselves. But this book aston-
ished me by the sheer number of these 
projects, and it is a delight to see them 
all brought together. It is a global ten-
dency, of course – Joseph Kosuth’s Pas-
sagen-Werk at documenta in 1992, where 
he veiled traditional statues with black 
cloth and white texts by Wittgenstein, 

Derrida, and Kafka is a prime example 
– but it is also impressively Australian, 
with some of our finest artists engaging 
in this hybrid practice. Thus we find 
ross Gibson installing his work Life 
After Wartime (2003) in Sydney’s Justice 
and Police Museum. Botanic gardens 
across Australia have also been used 
as sites for creative interventions by 
many artists, but importantly by Janet 
Laurence and Peter Cripps. Writing 
about his project at The Museum of 
Economic Botany in Adelaide in 1993 
(Project for Two Museums), Cripps said, 
‘I was looking for a parallel stream. 
That’s what these museums are. They’re 
parallel to art museums but they aren’t 
that thing. So it was the possibility that 
I could do things in this context that I 
could never do within an art museum. 
I received incredible support from the 
Botanic Gardens – no resistance, the 
best experience I’ve ever had.’

Fiona Hall, who will be represent-
ing Australia at the 2015 Venice Bien-
nale, has worked exhaustively across 
museums, non-fine art museums and 
gardens. In Folly for Mrs Macquarie 
(2000), part of the City of Sydney’s 
sculpture walk, Hall used representa-
tions of the bones of animals driven 
from the site by white settlement, along-
side the Macquarie family crest of a 
raised dagger in a clasped hand. ‘We 
certainly got visitor feedback about 
this one,’ said Frank Howarth, director 
of the royal Botanic Gardens. ‘It looks 
like a nice comfortable little belvedere, 
but when you look at the imagery, the 
belvedere’s dome is made of hack axes 
and barbed wire.’

Others whose work is discussed 
and illustrated include Brook Andrew, 
María Fernanda Cardoso, Anne Fer-

ran, Fiona Foley, Nigel Helyer, Patricia 
Piccinini, Judy Watson, Anne Graham, 
Jayne Dyer, and Jo-Anne Duggan, to 
whose memory the book is dedicated 
by its two authors, Jennifer Barrett 
and Jacqueline Millner. The projects of 
several artists working as duos within 
museums are included, notably Claire 
Healy and Sean Cordeiro, Sherre DeLys 
and Joan Grounds, and Joyce Hinter- 
ding and David Haines. Other sec-
tions of the book look at ‘Institutional 
Practices and Artists’ Critiques’, ‘Post-
colonial Engagements: Playing with 
History’, and ‘The Artist as Curator’.

A few international artists, espe-
cially when exhibiting in Australia, are 
included, as are others working else-
where. There is Mark Dion’s Systema 
Metropolis (2007), an over-the-top 
visual Wunderkammer at London’s Nat-
ural History Museum, and there is the 
ever-challenging and ground-breaking 
Fred Wilson and his Viewing the Invis-
ible (1998) at the Ian Potter Museum 
of Art, an intervention that moved me 
profoundly when I came across it by 
chance. Wilson has worked with ideas 
about the representation – and employ-
ment, or lack of it – of African Ameri-
cans in the museum system – notably, in 
Melbourne, placing a cleaner’s trolley on 
a white plinth with two coloured hands 
gripping its handle – in the same way 
that the late Gordon Bennett did with 
perceptions and historical readings of 
indigenous issues across Australia, and 
across time. And this book does cover 
the whole continent, from Jo Darby-
shire’s controversial, myth-busting The 
Gay Museum (2003) at the Western 
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Australian Museum in Perth to the 
collaboration between curator Melissa 
Lovett with artists Carolyn Eskdale 
and Louise Weaver at the university 
of Melbourne’s one-of-a-kind Grainger 
Museum. Eskdale, the authors tell us, 
‘chose to work in the “London room” 
filled with the dark Edwardian furniture 
that travelled with Percy and his mother 
rose around various continents’, while 
Weaver ‘rearranged objects she chose 
from Grainger’s ethnographic collec-
tion amid her own works of taxidermy: 
animals whose hair, twine, crochet, and 
beading seemed to mimic Grainger’s 
own choice as collector’.

Indeed, a quote from the great 
man himself, from 1941, can be seen as 
highly prescient in light of the content 
of this fascinating book: ‘Most muse-
ums, most cultural endeavours, suffer 
from being subjected to too much taste, 
too much elimination, too much selec-
tion, too much specialization! What 
we want is all-sidedness, side lights, 
cross-references.’

As Michael Goldberg says in the 
conclusion, ‘Now you can reel off the 
names of artists who have worked in 
museums: Boltanski, Wilson, Cripps in 
Australia, to the point where you might 
ask, has the museum been done? I main-
tain that it’s not over.’ I was delighted 
to see Patrick Pound’s immensely 
popular Gallery of Air, recently seen in 
Melbourne Now at the National Gallery 
of Victoria, footnoted – probably at the 
last minute, given publishing deadlines. 
And no book on this topic would be 
complete without David Walsh’s rule-
breaking MONA. Crucially, Theatre 
of the World is covered, as is its curator 
Jean-Hubert Martin. One of the most 
sublime exhibitions (and shockingly 
under-reviewed) ever to be mounted in 
Australia, it contained 160 works from 
MONA and 300 from the tasmanian 
Museum and Art Gallery, before mov-
ing to La Maison rouge in central Paris, 
where I just managed to catch it because 
its run had been extended by two weeks 
due to popular demand.  g

Peter Hill works as an artist, writer, and 
curator. He is the author of Stargazing: 
Memoirs of a Young Lighthouse Keeper 
(2004).

A Box

All those years
of trying to understand
which of this is her
which of this is me?
Getting at the truth
was always so confusing
amidst her craziness;
how to separate?
And though the shrink said
put her in a box –
I never quite could

until that Saturday
when the doorbell rang:
and there stood a man
thin and bedraggled
and dripping in the rain.
He held a clipboard
and a small warped box,
containing my mother
or rather her remains.
Sign here, he said,
and handed me the box.

Funny how this came
surprisingly unbidden,
though I’ve often wondered
if in a weak moment
I didn’t wish for this –
But now that it’s here
what am I to do
except to hold it close,
feel its roughness
up against my cheek,
and smell that terrible smell
of factory cardboard
now finally between us.
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